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Abstract 
 
Trace element content of clinkers is of high scientific interest, and can be 
used to solve practical problems too. In this paper qualitative identification 
to determine the origin of clinkers is described. The classification of 
clinkers produced in different factories can be based on their trace 
element content. A new association rule based method has been 
proposed to identify an interpretable classification system. The 
performance of the obtained fuzzy rule base classifier was measured by 
ten-fold cross validation. The results show that the proposed method is 
useful to identify easy-to-use expert systems that are able to determine 
the origin of the clinker based on its trace element content. 
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rule mining 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Trace element content of clinkers can be used to determine the origin of 
the clinker (i.e. the manufacturing factory). The first paper of similar topics 
was published in 1993 [1]. This first attempt suggests that pattern 
recognition or fingerprinting can help qualitative identification [2]. However, 
the qualitative identification obviously requires a database, to compare the 
trace element content of unknown clinkers/cements with characteristic 
known samples. Data, describing trace element content of clinkers and 
cements have been published too [3, 4, 5]. In these papers it was shown, 
that not all trace elements can be used for fingerprinting; selection must 
follow certain principles. The most important item of selection: trace 
elements of “dactylogrammatic value” should come from the main raw 
material (limestone, marl, clay) and not from the fuel, from furnace lining 
or from grinding media wear, and some other principles should be 
observed as well. More recently 6 elements were used to characterize 
clinkers: besides those used in [1] the Mg, Ti and Zr contents were 
measured too [4, 5]. Zn and V have no dactylogrammatic value (they 
come from the fuel, if waste tyres or special sorts of heavy fuel oil are 
used, resp.), but their quantity can be interesting in cement performance. 
In our previous paper [6] the dactylogrammatic value of trace elements 
was described, jointly with detailed data on sample preparation and 



analysis; averages and standard deviations of eight trace elements (Mg, 
Sr, Ba, Mn, Ti, Zr, Zn and V) were tabulated. Based on more than 200 
samples, a “standard” trace element content was calculated and in order 
to facilitate the visualisation of the trace element content, a graphical 
method (“Star Plotting”) was presented, where every clinker is compared 
to the proposed standard. Among the wide range of advanced statistical 
and pattern recognition methods, hierarchical clustering technique have 
been applied for the clustering of clinkers, where the analytical data were 
transformed by principal component analysis and dendograms were 
constructed for cluster formation [3, 4, 5].  
Rule-based expert systems are often applied to classification problems in 
fault detection, biology, medicine, etc. In [7] a new approach has been 
proposed to identify an interpretable fuzzy rule-based expert system. 
Fuzzy logic improves classification and decision support systems by 
allowing the use of overlapping class definitions and improves the 
interpretability of the results by providing more insight into the classifier 
structure and decision making process [8]. A chemometric example for the 
effective use of fuzzy clustering can be found in [9]. 
In our previous work [10] a fuzzy clustering and decision tree based 
method has been introduced to identify compact and accurate classifiers 
that are able to efficient determine the origin of the clinker.  
This paper introduces a new method to generate interpretable rule based 
expert system to clinker classification problem. In our method the 
classifiers can be formulated by fuzzy association rules discovered on the 
collected data. In the last decade many associative classification 
algorithms have been developed [11, 12, 13]. Classification model 
generated by associative methods contrast with black-box techniques are 
understandable to humans. But most of the methods have a 
disadvantage, namely interpretability of the classifier (rule base) is 
neglected besides the accuracy, because the prediction is based on 
hundreds of rules. It induces problems because in many (chemical 
engineering) applications the understanding of data and the classification 
problem is critical importance. The ideal thing would be to satisfy accuracy 
and interpretability together to a high degree, but since they are 
contradictory issues, it is generally not possible. Our main goal is that 
select a compact set of classification rules which has good interpretability 
and then determine an efficient classification model to get high 
classification accuracy. To achieve our goal a new fuzzy associative 
classification algorithm is developed. The rest of this paper is structured 
the following. The basic definitions of the classification and the association 
rule mining are introduced in Section 2.  Main steps of the proposed 
method are presented in Section 3. The new method is used to determine 
the origin (i.e. manufacturing factory) of clinkers in a European country.  
 
 
 



2. Classification and association rule mining 
 
Classification is a data mining procedure in which individual items are 
placed into groups (classes) based on quantitative information on one or 
more characteristics inherent in the items (referred to as features or 
variables, etc). The introduction to data mining and this topic is detailed in 
[15]. A typical data set of a classification problem contains numerical 
(continuous) and/or categorical (discrete) values (attributes). The 
categorical attribute that denotes the class of the item is called class label. 
The remaining attributes are called predictor attributes. The classification 
task is to find a model which can be used to determine the class label of 
previously unknown item based on some predictor attributes of the item.  
The association rule mining problem originates in market basket analysis 
which aims at understanding the behavior of retail customers, or in other 
words, finding associations among the items purchased together [14]. A 
famous example in a supermarket database is “diapers => beer”, i.e. 
young fathers being sent off to the store to buy diapers, reward 
themselves for their trouble. A general form of association rule is the X => 
Y implication where the two parts of rule are the antecedent (X) and 
consequent (Y). Both part consist items (item sets). Rules with only a 
class label in consequent part need to mine (X => C) to classification. 
Therefore an associative classification task is to build a classification 
model (classifier) based on a set of mined classification association rules 
(CAR).  
In the conventional (crisp) logic if an attribute is divided to several sets, 
each data point belong to only one set (e.g. on attribute Age, a people can 
be young or old). In fuzzy logic all data point can belong to each set with 
several membership values (a people can be young and old in the same 
time, but with several memberships).  The fuzzy sets of an attribute are 
called membership function (fuzzy interval).  The Fig. 1 shows an example 
for the memberships.  
In the following basic definitions of the fuzzy association rule mining is 
presented. 
 
Definition: Let jiA ,  is a fuzzy interval on attribute iz . Then jii Az ,:  is 
called attribute-fuzzy interval pair, or simply fuzzy item.  
An example could be young:Age . The set of fuzzy items is called fuzzy 

item set: ]A:zA:zA:z[A:Z j,iqqij,2i2ij,1i1i ∪∪∪= K ,  
 
where q < n + 1 (n denotes the number of attributes). For example in case 
of attributes },{ HeightAgeZ =  an item set can be the: 

small:Heightyoung:Age ∪ . 
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Figure 1 Example for fuzzy membership function 
 
 
Definition: The fuzzy support of the item set reflects how the record of the 
identification data set support the item set. It is calculated by the following 
equation: 
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where )z(t ik  denotes the kth fuzzy data on the ith attribute. The fuzzy data 
of a data points are the membership values for the membership functions 
defined on the attribute.  The N denotes the number of records in the data 
set.  
 
The following example illustrates the calculation of the fuzzy support value 
of a fuzzy item set. The example data set is shown in Table 1. Let 

=A:Z  height:Incomemedium:Balance ∪  is an item set, the 

fuzzy support of A:Z  is calculated by: 
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Definition: A fuzzy item set is called frequent fuzzy item set if its fuzzy 
support value is higher than or equal to (user defined) minimal fuzzy 
support threshold.  
 



old:Age  medium:Balance  height:Income  
0.4 0.5 0.4 
0.3 0.8 0.4 
0.2 0.7 0.7 

 
Table 1 Example data set containing membership values 

 
 
Definition: The B:YA:X ⇒   implication is called fuzzy association rule 
where the item sets are frequent in both parts of the implication.  
 
Definition: The fuzzy confidence of the association rule is calculated by: 
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which can be understood as the conditional probability of the consequent 
part BY : , namely ( )AXBYP :|: . 
 
Definition: The fuzzy correlation measure of the association rule describes 
the relationship between antecedent and consequent parts. It is calculated 
by: 
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Definition: The firing strength of a fuzzy rule is determined by the 
mechanism which is used to implement the And operation in the 
antecedent part of the rules. In this paper the product of degrees of 
membership is proposed. Therefore the firing strength of the jth rule for 
the kth sample is calculated by: 
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where zi denotes the ith attribute. 
 
After the basics of the fuzzy association rule mining the main steps of our 
new method are showed.  
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Figure 2 The proposed associative classification method 

 
3. The proposed classification method 
 
Most of associative classification algorithms find frequent item sets in one 
phase and discover classification rules in other phase. Our algorithm is 
also divided to these phases. The main steps of the method are the 
followings: (presented by the blocks in Fig. 2) 
Step 1: To classification by an associative classifier, there is need to use 
some partition method in case of continuous data attributes to the 
determination of the item sets. Because the right partitioning of the 
continuous predictor attributes has significant effect to the classification 
performance a supervised fuzzy clustering algorithm is proposed instead 
of a crisp approach. The selected Gath-Geva algorithm is a supervised 
clustering method [16]. It uses the class label to determine the clusters of 
data. It results Gaussian membership functions to represent the fuzzy sets 
(items are equal to clusters) on the attributes. These membership 
functions are transformed into trapezoids and based on them a fuzzy data 
set is generated from the original crisp data set.     
 Step 2: After the input domain partition step the resulted fuzzy sets 
(trapezoids) are used as items. An Apriori based frequent fuzzy item set 
searching method is proposed which serves the input (set of item sets) for 
rule base generation step.  Before the start of searching the threshold 
value, namely the minimal fuzzy support is defined (by the user). (In our 



present implementation this value is set to 50 %.) Then in the first step all 
the possible 1-length item sets are listed (as 1-candidates). The frequent 
of them are used to construct the possible 2-length item sets (as 2-
candidates). While frequent item sets are found this candidate 
construction and frequent searching is run.  
Step 3: Classification association rules are built easy from discovered 
frequent item sets. All the possible rules are generated which consist only 
a class label as consequent.  Besides the fuzzy confidence a correlation 
measure is used to determine importance values of rules.  
Step 4: After classification rules are generated and structured into a fuzzy 
rule base, a three-step post pruning method is also applied to select the 
most important rules to classification. The determination of the importance 
of rules and the rule base pruning method are based only the (previously 
defined) fuzzy correlation measure.  
Step 5: For the classification of a new sample first the product of the firing 
strength and the fuzzy confident value is calculated for all the rules in the 
rule base. The classes are scored by these product values of all the rules 
to consider the class labels in the rules. The class label with top score will 
be the predicted class. 
 
4. Application study 
 
For the qualitative “fingerprinting” of clinkers, obviously a set of well-
defined clinker samples are necessary. Twenty clinker samples come from 
five factories of a European country. The samples have been analyzed to 
determine their Mg, Sr, Ba, Mn, Ti, Zr, Zn and V content.  
 

Trace element Min Max Typical min Typical max 
Ba 77 239 47 442 
Mn 130 305 15 6538 
Sr 141 570 19 2972 
Ti 806 1650 175 1691 
Zr 32 74 4 149 
Mg 5272 18353 1751 24125 
Zn 67 428 11 559 
V 31 165 17 297 

 
Table 2 Trace element content of samples (mg/kg) 

 
The Table 2 shows the contents and typical ranges of the elements [6]. 
The proposed classification method is used to determine the origin (i.e. 
manufacturing factory) of clinkers. The key of determination is the amount 
of the eight trace elements, but the last two, namely the Zn and V mainly 
come from the fuel therefore they cannot be used for identification. Both 
type of data set (with and without Zn and V) are applied and the resulted 
classifiers are compared. The accuracy of classification models is 



measured in terms of the number of misclassifications. The performances 
of classifiers were measured by ten-fold cross validation. This means that 
the data is divided into ten sub-sets of cases that have similar size and 
class distributions. Each sub-set is left out once, while the other nine 
remaining are applied for the construction of the classifier which is 
subsequently validated for unseen cases in the left-out sub-set.  
 
4.1 Determination of the origin of clinker based on trace element content 
 
In the determination test, first performances of the new fuzzy method and 
a frequently used classification algorithm, the C4.5 are compared [17]. 
The selected classification data set has five classes (the five factories). It 
can be easy transformed to binary classification problem, where the task 
is to separate samples in two classes where the first is defined by a 
marked class and the second is defined by the remainder four classes. 
Both algorithms are tested in multi class and binary classification problems 
too. First the identification is based on the listed eight elements the results 
are summarized in Table 3. The first column shows the type of 
classification (e.g. in first five rows, indices of binary classifications for the 
five factories are placed).  The second and third columns show the 
performances of the C4.5 and the new method for the classification 
problems, respectively. The performances are represented by the 
accuracy and the complexity (number of rules and conditions are placed in 
brackets) of the classifiers.   The results show, that our new method have 
higher accuracy (96 %) in mean for the binary problems, but the C4.5 
generates more compact classifiers (Rule bases are contains only 2 rules 
and 2 conditions.). In the original problem with five classes, the proposed 
method classifies lots better (see the last row). The reason of this 
significant difference can be originated from the classification mechanism 
of C4.5. It is a greedy algorithm, consequently during the decision tree 
induction step the selection of attributes is based on the principle of the 
information gain. It selects the most informative attribute in the crisp cuts. 
It can be result that this type of method does not always select all, and 
right attributes. Therefore the identification based on data set without the 
two previously mentioned trace elements is need tested.  
 

Factory C4.5 New method 
1 95 (2, 2) 95 (4.3, 15.1) 
2 95 (2, 2) 100 (4.4, 15.6) 
3 75 (2, 2) 95 (5.1, 16.2) 
4 100 (2, 2) 95 (4.8, 14.0) 
5 90 (2, 2) 95 (3.8, 14.1) 

Mean performance 91 (2, 2) 96 (4.48, 15) 
Multi class (1-5) 65 (5, 10.9) 90 (6.3, 10.3) 

 
Table 3 Performances of the C4.5 and our fuzzy classifiers 



 
 

Factory C4.5 New method 
1 95 (2, 2) 95 (3.2, 6.8) 
2 90 (2, 2) 100 (4, 10.5) 
3 80 (2, 2) 95 (3.7, 7.5) 
4 95 (2, 2) 95 (2.6, 5.8) 
5 90 (2, 2) 95 (2.1, 3.5) 

Mean performance 90 (2,2) 96 (3.12, 6.82) 
Multi class (1-5) 85 (5, 10.7) 85 (6.6, 12.1) 

 
Table 4 Performances of the C4.5 and our fuzzy classifiers (identification 

is based on data set without Zn and V) 
 
The results are summarized in Table 4 where the structure is the same as 
was in Table 3. While the mean accuracy of the proposed method is the 
same as previously, the classifiers are more compact (rules: 4.48 -> 3.12, 
conditions: 15 -> 6.82). The increasing of the accuracy of C4.5 classifier is 
notable in the multi class problem (65 % -> 85 %). To the detailed analysis 
of classifiers, the structure of the generated rule bases can be compared.  
 
4.2 Structure of classification rule bases, determination of the most 
important trace elements 
 
Structures of generated rule bases can be easy compared in case of 
associative classifiers, because the rule bases are good interpretable for 
humans. The Fig. 3 shows an example for a fuzzy classification rule base 
generated by supervised clustering based approach. Each row of the 
figure contains a classification rule. The first six columns contains the 
antecedent parts of the rules, the last column represents the consequents, 
the class labels (index of factories). For example, the first rule of the 
classifier of clinkers is: 

 
“If Mn content is around 130-181 and Zr content is around 38-54 

Then Factory 2” 
 
The fuzzy correlation value of this rule is near to the one (0.9), therefore 
this rule is highly important in determination of the clinkers produced in the 
second factory.  During the rule searching method these important rules 
are selected. The final rule base (e.g. the represented in Fig. 3) is built 
from them. While performances of classifiers were measured by ten-fold 
cross validation it means that ten fuzzy rule bases are generated during 
the validation.  Because the training data is not the same in each 
validation cycle the rule bases can be different.  To get information about 
trace elements which are the most determine in prediction of classes, the 
aggregation of the rule bases is necessary.   
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Figure 3 Example fuzzy rule base generated by supervised clustering 

based approach 
 

Factory 1st  2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 

1 Sr Zn Zr Ti V Mg Mn Ba 
2 Mn V Mg Zr Zn Ti Sr Ba 
3 Sr Zn Ti Mn Zr Ba V Mg 
4 Ba Ti Mn Sr Zn V Mg Zr 
5 Ti Mg V Mn Zn Zr Sr Ba 

 
Table 5 Relationship between the factories and trace elements 

(identification is based on full data set)  
 

Factory 1st  2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 

1 Sr Ti Zr Mg Mn Ba 
2 Mn Mg Zr Ti Sr Ba 
3 Sr Ti Mn Ba Mg Zr 
4 Ba Mg Sr Mn Zr Ti 
5 Ti Sr Zr Mg Mn Ba 

 
Table 6 Relationship between the factories and trace element 

(identification is based on data set without Zn and V) 



 
The aggregation is applied in both type of identification. Results of 
supervised clustering based approach are listed in Table 5 and Table 6. 
Where identification is based on full data set (Table 5) the elements Zn 
and V are denoted by bold face. The results of aggregation show that the 
most important trace elements during the determination of origin of 
clinkers are the Sr, Ti, Ba and Mn.  This information is to stand out from 
the example rule base represented in Fig. 3. 
 
5. Conclusions 
 
During the determination process of the origin of clinkers it can happen 
that the obtained rule-based expert system is unnecessarily too complex 
as not all the trace elements are needed to identification task. The 
proposed association rule based method can serve compact and accurate 
fuzzy classifiers which are easy to use and interpret for engineers and 
researchers to the analysis of trace elements in clinkers. The method has 
been implemented in MATLAB© programming language and it will be 
available from our website: http://www.fmt.vein.hu/softcomp. 
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